
ED-UAP is an eco-type product that includes hardware and software systems and can be 
regarded as an "Android operation system" in the field of unmanned systems. It offers a 
wide range of product types and interface resources that not only meet the needs of 
unmanned boat systems of all tonnages, but also can be applied to unmanned 
submersibles, self-driving yachts, and as marine intelligent electronic equipment.

USV Conversion Kits
USV Autopilot ED-UAP

Remote Manual Control
Navigated remotely and manually by an operator
Track Navigation
Cruise autonomously, avoid obstacles and track targets
*Dynamic Positioning
Start dynamic positioning to maintain a fixed position
*Follow Mode
Always follow the mother ship to sail

Unmanned Driving Mode:
Users can remotely control and monitor the Snakehead by a mobile console on a land-base command vehicle 
or mother ship;
Manned Driving:
By carrying the mobile console to the Snakehead, users can operate it on board. The operation method is the 
same with that of unmanned driving.
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Convert Any Existing Vessel to Unmanned Status
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To create better user experience, ED-UAP supports more higher-order functions.
     Autonomous study: realize intelligent operation
     Voice prompt: make remote control easier
     Autonomous return: ensure the USV safety with unmanned driving mode
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Multiple consoles are available for various operational scenarios, including professional devices like fixed console 
& mobile console, hand-held base station which supported by our R&D team, and other ordinary electronic 
terminals, such as pad, smartphone, laptop, etc.

ED-UAP system follows the standardized and modular design concept, and can quickly construct the core control 
system of the unmanned boat as the building blocks according to different needs of users, also supports the 
construction of mobile command stations or command centers, providing you with a complete solution for 
unmanned boats and unmanned submersible systems

Patrol unmanned boat
Target unmanned boat
Mapping unmanned boat
Environment monitoring unmanned boat
Armed unmanned boat
Investigating unmanned boats
Cargo unmanned boat
Unmanned submersible
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